
2021-2022 Water Literate Leaders of Northern Colorado
Homework Assignment for January 2022 - Response to Fifth Class

1. From your perspective as a community leader in Northern Colorado, what is your key
takeaway from today’s session?

● I knew the recreation industry was extremely significant in Northern Colorado, but I
wasn’t aware of quite the impact until Brad Modesitt with Mountain Whitewater shared
some of the statistics for Fort Collins.  Additionally, I appreciated hearing how Justin
Scharton with the City of Greeley discussed how JEDI was playing a foundational role
in their future work – from the refugee population (new information to me!) to the
Spanish-speaking communities that call the area home. That nexus is so significant in
the work that we’re all collectively doing and can have such a positive impact in
strengthening our communities and recreational practices. Finally, Wade Willis’
conversations around how important partnerships are to the success of the regional
community really hit home through his examples of the Cache la Poudre National
Heritage Area.

● My key takeaway from this session was the effort put in by several entities to find
mutually beneficial uses for the same water or water infrastructure.  For example,
Ducks Unlimited’s creation of recharge ponds that assists well users with
augmentation while also providing waterfowl habitat; Occidental Petroleum’s
construction of water infrastructure that benefits both them and farmers; and Leprino
Foods’ collaboration with Greeley to file a water right on the water contained in the
milk they process.

● The three book reports complemented each other: the first – we still face the same
tasks; The second – need to educate people pressing on with unsustainable
expectations; and the third adding new stresses to current conditions, water for Utah
and for profit money issues coming into the process. The efforts and dedication of
communities to provide recreation and access to as natural a river environment as
possible. Concern for the success of the Water Plan and the individuals involved
staying in the process.

● Water is an important factor to both recreation and industry in Northern Colorado.
Both have a massive economic impact on our region. I found it interesting how cities
like Greeley, conservation organizations like Ducks Unlimited and industry all
recognize the importance of a healthy, vibrant river for both enjoyment and economic
sustainability. Some of the things that struck a chord with me in this session were:
Greeley’s work on balancing providing natural areas to residents while working to
improve the river’s health. The Poudre’s designation as a “wild & scenic river” protects
the river from overuse so that only 100 people a day on the weekend can raft. The
extent of Ducks Unlimited work to restore wetlands and aquifer recharge support that
not only supports wildlife but also helps landowners as well. I was particularly intrigued
with their finding that a buffer alongside ditches can prevent so much agricultural
runoff and save significant amounts of money for municipal wastewater treatment
facilities. I hadn’t realized that produced water from fracking could be treated and
reused. It’s incredible that Leprino is a net generator of water.
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● Constructive conversations are going to continue to be important with current and
future challenges, along with finding innovative solutions to water problems and this
can be difficult with divisions among communities and states. The recreation sector is
a good example of what some good long-term partnerships can accomplish.

● It was interesting to learn how the dams on the river system benefit recreation –
specifically float/rafting trips. I never thought about that aspect, while I do realize these
could impact fishing. O & G provides more value than what they advertise publicly.
They should tell their story more comprehensively.

● For Colorado’s future water utilization (use, re-use, and conservation) there are
obvious major advantages to state-of-the-art, large industrial food processors such as
Leprino Foods. The key advantages are that the company has done and can do large
capital investment to capture the economies of size and use ingenuity (e.g., re-use of
the “cow water”), large-scale industrial technologies and engineering capabilities, and
equipment to most efficiently use and conserve some of the region’s most precious
resource — water. This can help reduce challenges for Colorado’s water supply and
possibly help support (some) more development and population growth. Smaller local
food manufacturers and farmers simply do not have similar access to sufficient capital
and resources to do anything remotely similar. Leprino, the largest pizza cheese
(mozzarella) dairy processor in the world, is a model and brilliant example that
represents the future benchmark standard of sustainability for water use in
water-deficient western US, including Colorado. This model will be required to
command judicious use of water and at the same time fulfill Coloradoans’ expectation
for a food bill of less than 8% of disposable income. Leprino also is an obvious
example of a new joint definition for sustainable growth and food production. This may
be a different definition of sustainability than many people understand or advocate
today. However, there really is no other viable approach except large-scale industrial
processors and manufacturers with access to sufficient capital that can maximize
efficiency of water use if development and growth are to continue in a water-deficit
state/region.

● The resourcefulness and creative thinking that the Occidental Petroleum and Leprino
Foods are using to provide additional water to the system is impressive. There has to
be other industries and manufactures that could do similar reuse or recycling of their
water sources. These are the kinds of things that will help us in the future.

● Water is not just what we use to irrigate our crops and water our lawns. It is a key
aspect to our communities' look and atmosphere. To realize how much time and effort
has gone into the open space & trail management for Windsor and Greeley is
incredible. People rely on the river for so many things, making the instream flows key.

● Main take away from this class: I am constantly amazed by how water is entwined in
every aspect of living in this region.  I am also struck how much more there is to learn.
The need for clear and inclusive communication with all stakeholders will be required
to continue to increase water efficiency.
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2. What did you learn today that encouraged you, discouraged you, or captured your
attention to the extent that you could see yourself engaging in it further?

● Under the “Water for Industry” section of today’s session, I found the conversations
more encouraging as both speakers highlighted their water conservation plans and
goals.  The notion that fracking uses 0.1% of the water supply was interesting, and I
appreciated Erik Anglund’s willingness to discuss natural gas use in respect to the
greater energy economy and where we are headed. The zero water plan for Leprino
Foods Company was also exciting to hear thinking how they might be able to provide
a blueprint for other industries to follow.

● Something that captured my attention in the session was Governor Ritter’s
observation that while, as a leader he always sought win-win situations, water issues
most often feel like a zero-sum game.

● The Ducks Unlimited approach to reclaiming wetlands!  It is my second time hearing
the status of this program and the value always overwhelms me.  Communities need
to be involved when possible. The ongoing involvement of Gov. Ritter is so valuable.
Having experts and leaders continue to aid in the water processes (and other
avenues) makes me feel more hopeful.

● Former Governor Ritter said that we are beginning to see water as an economic
commodity with hedge funds starting to look at buying up water rights. I think this is a
frightening scenario that water directors should be looking at how to avoid. I also
agree with him that we need to get people to understand the power of conservation. It
is too easy for people to just have water flowing out of their taps without recognizing
what goes into making that happen. The big question is how do we effectively do
that?

● Collaboration seems to be even more prevalent in the recreation sector, whether by
design or necessity. The size of the projects coordinated by the recreation groups that
benefit not only the communities but preserve natural areas is inspiring.

● The fact that Greeley has an independent Water and Sewer Board that makes
decisions without (or at least minimized) influence on politics is a smart approach and
ensures financial sustainability for the operations and capital expansion of these
utilities. The opportunity to use wetlands for aspects of wastewater treatment sounds
like a great project, but also may come with a lot of risks and penalties from the State
for failure to comply. How do we create better flexibility from the State and grant
programming that addresses these opportunities. If there is no flexibility from the
State, mechanical applications will continue to be the preferred method of treatment.

● Greg Kernohan’s (Ducks Unlimited, Conservation Programs) presentation was an
excellent example of the partnerships needed to benefit water use, conservation, and
enhancement of water quality. The example of the South Platte River aquifer recharge
project between conservation groups and agriculture was brilliant. With river
augmentation in summer and fall [resulting in 200,000 to 500,000 acre-ft/year of
underground recharge that does not evaporate] the water is available for use by
nature, recreation and agriculture in the future. This is a perfect example of the
partnerships that must be developed and financed (publicly and privately) among
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conservation groups, agriculture, industry, and municipalities for long-term water
sustainability and viability in Colorado. Very cool!

● I am encouraged that communities and industries are taking the initiative to develop
these creative solutions to water problems. This will continue to happen as water gets
more and more scarce and the value of it will encourage these solutions.

● I really enjoyed hearing about Leprino's cow water solution. Good for them for trying
to push the understanding of water by using the water taken out of milk to be treated
and used in their plant to 'extinction'. That is awesome foresight and gives me hope
that more and more unique situations can be found for any and all industries.

● Encouraged: I was encouraged that the Native People’s water rights are getting more
attention. This is long overdue. Greg Kernohan’s presentation about Aquifer Recharge
and water use efficiency. I was impressed by Windsor and Greeley’s development of
trails and river access. The presentation from Leprino Foods shows that innovation is
possible. The idea of “developed water” was intriguing. Discouraged: Brad Modesett’s
presentation on his rafting company’s struggles to comply with the state regulations
on rafters. His comments about the impacts on his business when an unexpected
water release was done. This shows the unintended consequences of a decision
when it involves a complex system of water distribution. Captured my attention: I
would like to know more about planting the ditch embankments with native grasses.
Our drinking water supply is delivered through a surface ditch through ag land. This is
an issue that the Town of Wellington is currently facing. We are building a new
Wastewater Treatment Plant and we will need to remove nitrogen and phosphorus
from our discharge for downstream users. This is an “unfunded mandate” as we did
not put these fertilizers in the water, yet we are responsible for the costs of removal. I
believe there are federal monies available for these types of green distributed
treatment projects. This is likely on the 3-5 year timeline. We are fortunate that one of
our staff members wrote her PHD on this type of project.

3. What questions do you have based on what you heard from today’s speakers and group
discussion?

● As far as recreation planning in the state of Colorado, I’m really curious to how well
SCORP has been received as being a guiding document for strategic planning?  In
particular, has it been well received by various sectors (nonprofits, municipalities, other
state entities, private enterprises, etc.)? Pertaining to education or awareness
campaigns about water conservation, I’m curious to what level Colorado governmental
entities have engaged in community science projects to get more buy-in/engagement
on initiatives? The term ‘JEDI’ is being used a lot more across sectors, almost to a point
where I feel that it’s being used as a buzzword rather than a demonstration of actual
equity building work – I’m curious to get a better understanding to some tangible
projects/processes/plans/practices that are being implemented as it pertains to the
Colorado River?
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● Eric Nielsen said that the Leprino Waverly, NY facility straddles the Pennsylvania-New
York boundary line.  My main question is, which state’s environmental laws does the
plant follow?  (I know, I know, it’s not a water issue.  But still …)

● Current news about the water for homes issue in Severance, does it always take an
emergency to bring these problems to discussion in communities?

● Can we effectively make first in right work in regards to conservation? What can other
industries in Northern Colorado learn from Leprino’s example? Not from class, but from
a CPR segment - I’d love to learn more about the water loop being looked into in El
Paso County.

● No questions.
● There was a map during the Duck’s unlimited presentation showing the projects by

County. I noted in the heavily urbanized areas there weren’t as many projects. Why
isn’t there more emphasis on projects in these areas, or are we just fine passing the
buck into the rural areas to allow for the continued urban sprawl along the arid front
range?

● Q1: From information given in the “FACT SHEET: Colorado’s Conservation Policies”, I
understand in general why Colorado’s per capita water use is 55% greater than the US
average due to climate and ambient temperature differences (noted in the FACT
SHEET from the 2015 US Geological Survey). However, I do not understand why
Colorado’s per capita use is 21% greater than 11 other western states, many with similar
climates; those states on average have 28.5% greater per capita use than the national
average. Why does Colorado have so much greater per capita water use than other
western states? Can this be elaborated and fleshed out for us? Q2: Could we have
more discussion and examination of potential strategies about how to link
water-energy-climate change issues in Colorado in policy formulation and practical
implementation? Governor Ritter mentioned the topic. Erik Anglund (Occidental
Petroleum) mentioned the nexus. But, more discussion would help us understand the
possibilities or impossibilities for these major high-cost limiting factors. Water and
energy seem inextricably linked for Colorado’s future strategies for development,
sustainability, and reduction of climate change effects…. far beyond water’s use in
hyrdroelectric, gas and oil energy generation. Q3: Can we learn more about the
potential impacts of the 1923 Water Sharing Compact with Nebraska before this WLL
class concludes in the spring?  Based on possible annual demand [calculated from
information in MSN: “Nebraska announces $500M plan to claim water from Colorado”
- https://a.msn.com/01/en-us/AASDv4F?ocid=winp-se], Nebraska could take as much
as 213,500 acre-ft ANNUALLY! This potential demand, if enabled, could have major
impacts on the 2015 Colorado Water Plan (as an example) which for contrasting
purposes proposes to conserve 400,000 acre-ft through municipal and industrial
sources by 2050 (not annually), and 50,000 acre-ft shared from agriculture through
ATMs by 2030 (not annually). The water-sharing agreement, if enabled c/would be a
major annual drain on available water in the South Platte River Basin and for the Front
Range.

● Reusing and recycling water is a great way to conserve this resource. Is there a
maximum number of times that water can be reused/recycled until it needs to be
released to its original discharge location?
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● I see why the regulations are in place for white water rafting and everything regarding
number of people, but to have to base your business model and on being approved or
not every 10 years could we look at the regulations again so they can potentially have
a safer future?

● I would really like to find some materials that we could use to educate our residents
about water conservation. Because of peak demands during the summer months, we
have instituted mandatory watering restrictions. (I can tell you this was poorly received
by our residents.) Governor Ritter’s comments about water education for residential
users needs way more emphasis. “Conservation is better than mandated non-use”.
Are there any state programs to help ag users offset costs for improved irrigation
systems? Is there any intent to accurately measure water use for agriculture and pair it
with the scientific research about what different types of crops actually need? Israel
has been working on this since the 1950’s.
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